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What’s keep you from sharing Christ with your friends?

One of the subtle obstacles that prevents believers from reaching new people 
for Christ is cultural bubbles. Cultural bubbles are groups of people with 
whom we share specific activities and experiences and often specific 
perspectives on life. We tend to keep these bubbles separate and 
independent of each other. Examples of cultural bubbles include:
• The work bubble - You share many of your waking hours with people in 

this bubble. Even if you do not have close relationships in this bubble, you 
still share common goals and language with the people in it.

• The church bubble - You worship and share spiritual events with the 
people in this bubble. You also share common language and values as well 
as personal and meaningful experiences.

• The kids’ sports bubble - You venture into this bubble for practice, games, 
and tournaments. You have developed relationships with people in this 
bubble through watching your kids compete together. You also have 
shared sacrifices of money and time with other parents in this bubble.

• The school bubble - Children and parents share different versions of this 
bubble that is developed through shared activities. It's strongest for 
students, who live seven or more hours a day in this bubble. Their parents 
often know very little about this bubble.

If we’re honest, these bubbles are not really what stop us from reaching new 
people for Christ. What stops us is our unwillingness or lack of intention to 
mix these bubbles. Chances are that the people you know in each bubble do 
not know people in your other bubbles, right?

Let me suggest that we practice some intentional bubble mixing. Just as Jesus 
came into our world to share the Father's love with us, we need to bring 
people from our church bubble into our kids’ sports or work bubbles to help 
them see the Father's love. It's difficult to invite someone from one of those 
bubbles into our church bubble, but bringing people from our church bubble 
into one of our other bubbles is doable. We can invite someone from church 
to our kids’ soccer game or have someone from work and someone from 
church over for dinner at the same time. Mixing people from different 
bubbles makes it much easier for people who do not know Jesus to enter our 
church bubble. Once they share some life with people in our church bubble, 
it will be much easier for them to open their lives to Christ. We can do 
this. It's not that hard, and Jesus will be with us all the way.

Big Praises and Requests for November

1. 4 people have received Christ as a result of their connection with the 
ESL classes being offered through the partnership of El Camino-
Mechanicsburg and Immanuel Alliance Church. Pray for these new 
believers to get fully connected to El Camino.

2. Thank God that David Dixon has been appointed as our new church 
planter for Danville.  David has previously served as a youth pastor and as 
an executive pastor.  Please pray for David, his wife, Melissa, and their 
children as they prepare to begin this ministry.

Heart of Harrisburg – Ricardo Volcy, Church Planter
PRAISE and PRAYER: Praise God for a great start to their new prayer and 
pasta nights.  About 20 people have come to be prayed for and then stuck 
around to eat afterwards.  Pray that the prayer service becomes a strong 
pathway for people to connect with the church.

The Reservoir in Fox Chase – Rob  Tevis, Church  Planter
PRAISE and PRAYER: They have moved their discipleship meeting to Sunday 
morning to prepare for launching a worship service this spring. Pray for 
progress for this goal, including a worship leader and a kids’ ministry leader. 
Thank God Sarah’s health has improved and pray for continued healing.

Hope Alliance, Bethlehem – Adam Eshbaugh, Church Planter
PRAISE and PRAYER: God brought a woman who was seeking advice for her 
marriage to Adam’s wife, Rachel. Rachel prayed for her and God specifically 
answered her prayers.  Pray that God brings this husband and wife to Christ. 
She recently came to worship and they are both coming this Sunday.
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El Camino-Chambersburg– Xavier Godoy, Church Planter
PRAISE and PRAYER: Thank God for 3 new families that have connected 
with El Camino and pray for them to become a regular part of their group.  
Pray also for a Thanksgiving dinner outreach this Sunday.
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Citylight Center City – Mike Anderson, Church Planter
PRAISE and PRAYER: Thank God that attendance continues to be strong at 
our newest church plant and that new people are coming from the 
community.  Pray for wisdom for Mike and his people to know where to 
invest deeper so that people can come to know Christ.


